Abstract-In this paper, we dimension a buffer in which headers are enqueued before processing in an optical burst switching (OBS) network. For the first time, we develop and analyze a unified OBS model comprising a set of homogeneous and independent edge buffers that feed bursts to a standalone link and their headers to a scheduler. Packets arrive at each edge buffer and are assembled into bursts, after which they are transmitted on a wavelength channel if their corresponding headers are successfully processed. In a case study, we demonstrate numerically that an optimal scheduler buffer size may exist and depends on the number of packets comprising a burst and the size of an edge buffer. We also show that packet blocking probability can be minimized using a simple rule of thumb for determining the optimal size of a scheduler buffer and the number of packets comprising a burst. All our analytical results are validated by way of simulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
O PTICAL burst switching (OBS) is a promising technology for accommodating bursty traffic and utilizing available bandwidth in wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) optical networks [1] , [4] , [6] , [24] . OBS is an optical analog of switching techniques developed for one-way reservation in asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) communications [5] , including tell-and-go [7] , [12] , [35] and fast reservation protocol with immediate transmission [29] . OBS differs from fast-adapting forms of wavelength routing [23] mainly in that OBS is founded on one-way reservation, while wavelength routing is founded on two-way reservation. Through this key difference, OBS trades off an assurance of no blocking at each switch for a reduction in signaling delay.
Very fast-adapting forms of wavelength routing have recently been proposed and called acknowledged OBS [39] or wavelength-routed OBS [9] , [10] . These OBS-like switching paradigms are endowed with most of the salient features intrinsic to conventional OBS. The main argument for conventional OBS over very fast-adapting forms of wavelength routing is that statistical multiplexing of wavelength channels between different sources is possible at a shorter time scale Manuscript received August 17, 2007 ; revised February 13, 2008 . Published August 29, 2008 (projected) .
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/JLT. 2008.922330 (submicrosecond), whereas waiting for an acknowledgement constrains this kind of statistical multiplexing to a time scale that is no faster than a millisecond for a typical long-haul network.
In OBS networks, a burst is a group of packets sharing a common destination that have been collected together at a common edge buffer in a burst assembler process. Several algorithms have been proposed and evaluated in the literature [14] , [25] describing different aggregation strategies for the burst assembly process. The design issue of how many packets should compose a burst and whether a burst should be considered formed once a certain number of packets have been grouped or once the first arriving packets exceed a certain age have been addressed to some extent in [21] and [22] . The former is called threshold-based aggregation [33] and the latter is called timer-based aggregation [34] . More sophisticated aggregation strategies have also been proposed [15] . They are not considered in this paper.
Associated with each burst is a header that seeks to reserve in advance a wavelength channel on each hop of a route leading to its burst's destination. As the processing of a request is not instantaneous, a header is delayed at each hop to allow for processing of its request. To accommodate this per-hop processing delay, a burst is preceded in time by its header to ensure it cannot reach a wavelength channel for which its header has yet sought to reserve. Separation of a burst and its header is achieved by delaying a burst at its edge buffer for an offset period that is equal to the sum of per-hop processing delays its header incurs. Separation is maximum at an edge buffer and decreases incrementally by one per-hop processing delay at each subsequent hop. A timing diagram is shown in Fig. 1 .
A header may fail to reserve a wavelength channel at any hop due to either contention with existing reservations or an overwhelmed scheduler that is unable to process its request, in which either case its burst is blocked. As the headers are always converted and processed in an electronic domain, a header arriving at an overwhelmed scheduler can be conveniently buffered electronically. Therefore, failure to process a header is attributable only to buffer overflow. The probability of buffer overflow can be made negligible for an appropriately dimensioned and stable buffer.
However, buffering a header prolongs its per-hop delays. An increase in per-hop delays in turn requires a commensurate increase in separation between a burst and its header. To accommodate for per-hop queueing delays, a burst is delayed at its edge buffer for a prolonged offset period that is equal to the sum of per-hop processing delays as well as per-hop worst case queuing delays. This will tie up buffering space at the edge, reduce throughput, and eventually result in packet loss due to edge Fig. 1 . OBS signaling timing diagram for a three-hop route n = (n ; n ; n ), where the control packet is represented with a solid line, denotes per-hop processing delay, c denotes propagation delay, and denotes switch configuration time; is typically considered negligible for modeling.
buffer overflow if the number of new packet arrivals during an offset period is sufficient.
Although an edge buffer can be dimensioned to ensure the probability of overflow is negligible, packets carrying real-time services cannot endure queueing delays exceeding a prescribed threshold and may as well be discarded if they arrive at an edge buffer that has more than a given number of packets enqueued. As the size of a scheduler buffer increases, its overflow probability decreases, but the overflow probability of an edge buffer may increase due to a prolonged offset period. This paper considers the problem of dimensioning a scheduler buffer to strike an optimal balance between the conflicting requirements of simultaneously minimizing both its overflow probability and the overflow probability of an edge buffer.
Due to the closed relation between the scheduler buffer and its corresponding edge buffer, in this paper we will rely on the overall packet blocking probability and mean queuing delay at an edge buffer in order to find the optimal scheduler buffer. To this end, we develop a unified OBS model comprising a set of homogeneous and independent edge buffers that feed bursts to a standalone link and their headers to a scheduler as shown in Fig. 2 . According to our model, a packet can be blocked due to one of three possible events: it arrives at an edge buffer that is full; it is grouped into a burst, but that burst's header arrives to find the scheduler buffer full; or it is grouped into a burst, but a wavelength channel cannot be reserved for that burst due to contention with existing reservations.
To enable a tractable analysis, we assume each of these three events is independent, which is tantamount to decoupling our unified model into its three constituent submodels and analyzing each of them independently. We can therefore write (1) where and is the probability of edge and scheduler buffer overflow, respectively, is the probability that a wavelength channel cannot be reserved due to contention, and is the overall packet blocking probability. It is also assumed that the number of edge buffers is sufficient to reasonably model the superposition of their output processes as a Poisson process.
For a standalone link consisting of wavelength channels, the well-known Erlang formula (2) has been shown to provide a reasonable approximation of blocking probability in many scenarios, where is the mean number of reservation requests issued during an average reservation period. In using (2), the following are tacitly assumed. A1) Reservation requests arrive according to a Poisson process. A2) Full wavelength conversion is available. A3) All bursts and their associated headers are separated by a constant period. A4) A scheduler is able to process all requests without fail. Assumption A1) is usually valid if the number of edge buffers feeding is large relative to , as assumed in this paper. Otherwise, if the number of edge buffers feeding is of the same order as , an Engset-like model with an enlarged state-space accommodating so-called frozen states is necessary and was proposed in [8] and [40] .
Without wavelength conversion, (2) is used as , where is the number of fibers composing . Hence, each fiber consists of wavelength channels. In the case of limitedrange wavelength conversion may provide a crude approximation if , where is the maximum conversion radius. Refined approximations were developed in [28] .
Relaxing A3) has proven to be a challenge but is critical if routes traversing differ substantially in hop count. In this case, bursts and their headers are separated by a period that differs according to hop count. As such, requests are issued that may differ in how far in advance they seek to reserve a wavelength channel. A request has less probability of encountering contention if a reservation is sought further in advance, which is not reflected in (2) . Approximate models in which A3) is relaxed to an extent were proposed in [20] and revamped in the context of OBS in [16] . Some promising work aimed at relaxing A3) has recently been presented in [3] and [32] . This paper is concerned with relaxing A4) [while upholding assumptions A1), A2) and A3)], an assumption that has received little attention except briefly in [36] .
The main contributions and findings of this paper can be summarized as follows. For the first time, we develop and provide a tractable analysis supported by simulation for a unified OBS model comprising edge buffers, a standalone link, and its associated scheduler. We demonstrate that there appears to exist an optimal scheduler buffer size that depends on the number of packets comprising a burst and the size of an edge buffer. An increase or decrease beyond this optimal size results in an increase in due to or , respectively, emerging as the dominant terms in (1) . Furthermore, we demonstrate that our analysis is sufficiently accurate to quickly determine an optimal scheduler buffer size, if one exists.
This paper is organized as follows. We first develop an analytical model for a set of homogeneous and independent edge buffers that feed bursts to a standalone link and their headers to a scheduler in Section II. We then derive approximations for packet blocking probability and mean packet queuing delay based on the proposed model. Section III is devoted to numerical evaluation of a particular case, where we show how our model can be used in dimensioning a scheduler buffer. Furthermore, we also provide a rule of thumb for determining the optimal size of a scheduler buffer and the number of packets composing a burst. We conclude this paper in Section IV.
II. MODEL AND ANALYSIS
As shown in Fig. 2 , our unified OBS model consists of three interconnected submodels. Each of the following three sections is devoted to the analysis of a particular submodel.
A. The Edge Buffer
Packets arriving at an edge router are sorted according to destination and possibly other classifiers. Let be the number of destinations. Hence, a total of edge buffers are required, which are independent and stochastically identical. Packets marked for a common destination arrive at an edge buffer according to a Poisson process with rate . At most packets can be enqueued, excluding a packet that may be in transmission. A packet arriving at an edge buffer with packets already enqueued is blocked and does not return.
A burst consists of a time-contiguous train of packets. A burst is formed as soon as packets are enqueued, after which an offset period of deterministic length is required before transmission commences. In queuing parlance, an offset period can be considered a setup period. We can write , where denotes hop count, denotes per-hop header processing delays, denotes per-hop worst case header queueing delays, and denotes switch reconfiguration time. For simplicity, we set . A period in which a burst is transmitted is referred to as a service period. Exactly packets, corresponding to a single burst, are transmitted during each service period. At most one burst can be served at any time instant, implying an edge buffer is equipped with a single laser. The length of a packet's transmission period is exponentially distributed with mean 1 and its cumulative distribution function (cdf) is given by . Upon completion of a service period, another setup period is either immediately commenced, if at least packets are enqueued, or commenced after a buildup period in which packets are queued until at least packets are enqueued and hence a burst formed. As such, each service cycle comprises a buildup period lasting until packets are enqueued, which is of length zero if or more packets are already enqueued, followed by a setup period of deterministic length , which is in turn followed by a service period. A typical service cycle is shown in Fig. 3 .
In summary, an OBS edge buffer is modeled as a finite waiting-room single-server vacation queue with a gated -threshold service discipline [31] and deterministic setup times of length .
To analyze this queue, we consider an embedded Markov chain at a set of renewal epochs defined by the time instants immediately after a packet departs from an edge buffer to commence its transmission. Let be the stationary probability that packets are enqueued, excluding a packet possibly in transmission, at the time instant immediately after the th longest enqueued packet departs the buffer and starts its transmission. The stationary distribution is uniquely determined by the set of difference equations given in (3) (3) where packets arrive in another packet's transmission period packets arrive in another packet's transmission period plus Note that because all waiting positions cannot be occupied immediately after a packet departs the buffer to commence its transmission. The transitions between successive embedded instants given in (3) are self-explaining except for , which is constituted of two terms. The first term is the case for which there is enough packets in the buffer to make up a new burst at the time immediately after the last packet of the previous burst departs the buffer. The second term is the case for which there are not enough packets in the buffer to make up a burst at the time immediately after the last packet of the previous burst departs the buffer. In the later, there are two subcases. i) Not enough packets arrive during the service time of the last packet of the previous burst to make up a new burst. Therefore, a building period is required until exactly packets are queued in the buffer. ii) Enough packets arrive during the service time of the last packet of the previous burst to make up a new burst. So no building period is required. Finally, we use Gauss-Seidel iteration [13] to solve (3) and obtain . Define , , which is the stationary probability that packets are enqueued at an instant immediately after an arbitrary packet completes its transmission, and let be the stationary distribution of the number of enqueued packets at an arbitrary instant. Since exactly one packet either arrives or departs at each state transition, Burke's theorem [31] gives , componentwise, where is a positive constant. To determine , note that . Using the Poisson arrivals see-time-averages property [26] , we also have packet blocked due to buffer overflow (4) where is the mean length of the period between an arbitrary pair of consecutive embedded points and can be expressed as (5) In (5), , where and . Given that packets are enqueued at the instant immediately after the th packet departs the buffer to commence transmission, is the length of the period beginning at that instant and ending at the instant the next setup period commences, which occurs once packets are enqueued and the th packet of the previous burst has completed transmission. In understanding (5), note that the next setup period cannot commence at least until the th packet of the previous burst has completed transmission. To compute , we write
Thus from (5) and (6) is determined, as well as , and . Little's law is used to determine the mean packet queuing delay, denoted as . In particular, since the mean number of packets enqueued at an arbitrary instant is given by , we write . An edge buffer is perceived as an on/off source by the link, where an on-period corresponds to a service period while an off-period corresponds to a consecutive buildup and setup period. The length of each on-period is -Erlang independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) with mean . The length of each off-period is a phase-type distribution shifted by , not necessarily i.i.d. because the initial phase distribution is dependent on the preceding off-period, and has mean length of an off-period where . To enable a tractable analysis of our scheduler buffer and link model, we invoke the following assumptions.
1) Renewal-type sources: The length of on and off periods are i.i.d. with mean and 1 , respectively. Therefore, the probability that a source is on at an arbitrary time instant is 1 , where is the source offered load. 2) Poisson arrivals [30] , [37] : The number of edge buffers, which has been denoted as in this paper, is sufficiently large to ensure that the superposition of their output processes is reasonably modeled as a Poisson process. In particular, it is assumed that headers arrive at the scheduler buffer according to a Poisson process with rate This assumption is asymptotically exact for , if remains fixed in the limit [30] . The error incurred in invoking these assumptions is later quantified with simulation.
B. The Scheduler Buffer
Each of the edge buffers is connected to the scheduler buffer via an out-of-band wavelength channel. Each time an edge buffer commences a setup period, it transmits a header to the scheduler buffer. A header conveys to the scheduler its corresponding burst's length and expected arrival time. The scheduler invokes a scheduling algorithm whose task is to determine a wavelength channel that can be reserved in advance for an unbroken period beginning at a burst's expected arrival time and lasting for its entire length. A scheduling algorithm may fail due to contention with existing reservations, in which case a burst is blocked.
Many scheduling algorithms tailored to OBS have been proposed and analyzed, many of which have been surveyed in [19] , [15] . Scheduling algorithm design is essentially a tradeoff between algorithm complexity and performance.
As proved in [2] , A3) allows for a scheduling algorithm that is both simple and optimal. In particular, an ordered search algorithm of complexity is optimal in the case that bursts and their headers are separated by a constant period. Complexities in the scheduling algorithm design arise if A3) is relaxed because of a need to maintain a list of so-called voids [2] , [38] that may emerge between existing reservations. This complexity has given rise to void-filling algorithms. To ensure impartiality to scheduling algorithm performance, we uphold A3) throughout this paper, which ensures an ordered search algorithm is optimal.
The worst case running time of a scheduling algorithm depends primarily on the number of wavelength channels comprising a link and the processing speed of the scheduler. A comparison of the computational complexity of several common scheduling algorithms is provided in [15] , from which worst case running times can be roughly extrapolated given the processing speed of the scheduler. Per-hop header processing delays, which have been denoted as in this paper, can therefore be bounded above by the worst case running time of a scheduling algorithm. In this paper, we consider a conservative model in which is deterministic and equal to the worst case running time of a scheduling algorithm. Therefore, the scheduler requires a deterministic period of length to process a request issued by a header, after which it can immediately begin processing another, if one is residing in the scheduler buffer.
At most headers can be enqueued in the scheduler buffer, excluding a header that the scheduler may be processing. A header arriving to find the scheduler with headers already enqueued is blocked. Per-hop worst case header queuing delays are therefore because a request issued by a header requires a deterministic period of length to process and at most 1 headers may precede any given header in the scheduler buffer. That is, , and we can therefore write assuming zero switch configuration time ( ). Invoking the Poisson assumption (as discussed at the end of Section II-A) permits analysis of the scheduler buffer model as an queue with arrival rate and service times of length . To compute the probability that a header arrives to find headers already enqueued, we use known results [31] for an 1 queue that state blocking probability is given by header blocked due to buffer overflow (7) where and and . In the case that is small and/or is large, the accuracy of (7) may deteriorate due to failure of the Poisson assumption. In particular, since the Poisson assumption is only asymptotically correct, it is possible that interarrival times in the superposed process are not exactly exponentially i.i.d. and exhibit some form of correlation. If is large, interarrival times can interact in the scheduler buffer over a longer timescale than if were small and increase the effect long-term correlation has on buffer dynamics. Therefore, the Poisson assumption is more likely to fail for large . See [30] and [37] for further discussions. In Section III, using simulation as a benchmark, we quantify the deterioration of (7) as is increased.
To avoid invoking the Poisson assumption, we can instead assume that interarrival times of headers owing to a given edge buffer are deterministic, which is asymptotically correct for . In this case, the scheduler buffer model is analyzed as a 1 queue that is fed by the superposition of i.i.d. deterministic streams, each with an interarrival time of 1 . Known results [11] for the tail probability of a 1 queue fed by the superposition of multiple i.i.d. deterministic streams can be used to provide an approximation for blocking probability. However, this approach is intractable for large .
Another approach is to use formulas derived in the [18, appendix] to characterize the superposed process in terms of its mean and coefficient of variation. Since the coefficient of variation of the superposed process is less than unity, it can be fitted to an Erlang distribution. This allows for analysis of the scheduler buffer model as an 1 queue. In summary, the scheduler buffer model can be analyzed in terms of either an 1 queue with arrival rate , the tail probability of a 1 queue fed by i.i.d. streams with interarrival time 1 , or an 1 queue where the Erlang distributed arrival process has its first two moments fitted. All three approaches suffer limitations. In this paper, we approximate using (7), as it was found to provide better accuracy than the other two approaches for typical values of and -say, 50-100 and 5-10, respectively.
C. The Link
Our OBS model is based on a standalone link. In particular, all edge buffers share a common route. Generalization to an arbitrary network with heterogenous routes that allows for differing hop-counts was considered in [27] , albeit with A4) in place. In turn, the work in [27] can be considered an extension of Erlang's fixed point approximation [17] , [26] to OBS.
The link in consideration comprises wavelength channels. Full wavelength conversion ensures all wavelength channels are accessible to an edge buffer. Each of edge buffers is connected to the link via an access fiber, and we assume that blocking does not occur in an access fiber. A burst is blocked if its header fails to reserve one of the wavelength channels. A header fails either because it arrives to find the scheduler queue with headers already enqueued or because all wavelength channels have already been reserved.
The probability that a wavelength channel cannot be reserved due to contention with existing reservations is given by burst blocked due to contention (8) where the function is defined in (2) and is the offered load owing to an edge buffer, which appears as a source from the perspective of the link. Based on the Poisson assumption, the total load offered by all edge buffers is .
III. NUMERICAL EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
This section serves to gauge the error incurred in invoking assumptions 1) and 2) in Section II-A using discrete-event simulation that is transparent to both of these assumptions and to demonstrate numerically that an optimal scheduler buffer size may exist and depends on the number of packets composing a burst and the size of an edge buffer, which have been denoted as and , respectively, in this paper. Using discrete-event simulation, we also evaluate an alternative assembly policy, which is a hybridization of both the threshold-and timer-based policies. Timer-based assembly generally achieves poorer utilization than threshold-based assembly but may effect reductions in pretransmission queueing delays. This section serves to demonstrate that the existence of an optimal scheduler buffer size is independent of the choice of assembly policy.
We consider a conservatively chosen set of parameters, which are shown in Table I , where , which denotes scheduler buffer size, is the parameter to be optimized given . The packet arrival rate at an edge buffer is the only free variable and is chosen to ensure , as given by (1), is within a reasonable range.
At most 40 packets can be enqueued at an edge buffer. In practice, several hundreds of thousands of packets could be enqueued. However, solving the set of difference equations given by (3) is intractable for large . To ensure computational tractability, we choose and "compensate" by increasing the mean length of a packet's transmission period 1 to model a burst comprising 4000 average-sized IP packets, which is equivalent to 500 KB and requires about 1.6 ms to transmit at 2.5 Gb/s. In particular, we equally apportion the 1.6 ms burst transmission period to each of the packets composing a burst; thus the mean length of a packet's transmission period is set to 1.6 ms. Fig. 4 shows plots of packet blocking probability as a function of scheduler buffer size for the set of parameters specified in Table I and . Plots depicted with a dashed line and solid circular data points correspond to simulation, while plots depicted with a solid line correspond to our analysis. Suboptimal performance results if is chosen such that or because or , respectively, increase markedly and emerge as the dominant term in (1). Fig. 4 suggests that and a scheduler buffer size of about ten gives optimal performance if minimization of packet blocking probability is critical. This corresponds to worst case per-hop header queueing delays of 90 s. Fig. 5 shows plots of packet blocking probability as a function of mean packet queueing and aggregation delay for . These plots were generated by varying the scheduler buffer size over an appropriate range and keeping fixed. For a scheduler buffer size of ten, an arbitrary packet encounters less than 6 ms of delay before it begins transmission. Fig. 5 confirms that shorter queueing and aggregation delays are achievable with a scheduler buffer of size less than ten but results in a dramatic increase in packet blocking probability. In particular, a 2 ms reduction in delay yields an increase in packet blocking probability of more than two orders of magnitude. . Bounds given by P , P , and P computed analytically and compared to P = 10 (1 0 P )(1 0 P )(1 0 P ) as computed via simulation; M=K = 0:625.
For
, Fig. 6 shows plots of the lower bounds for provided by , , and , which have been determined analytically and compared to as computed via simulation. 1 For a scheduler buffer of size less than ten, provides the tightest bound as not enough variability in the header arrival process is absorbed, resulting in a relatively large number of headers arriving to find a full scheduler buffer. For a scheduler buffer of size greater than ten, provides the tightest bound as a prolonged offset period required by an increase in scheduler buffer size results in a relatively large 1 We use the word bound here in the sense that P ;P ;P P, where P = 10(10P )(10P )(10P ). However, we do not claim that P ;P ;P P , where P is the exact packet blocking probability determined without invoking assumptions 1) and 2). number of packets arriving to find a full edge buffer. A sufficient number of wavelength channels are available to preclude from emerging as a dominant bound.
Figs. 4-6 suggest that errors incurred in invoking assumptions 1) and 2) depend on whether or not the transition at which is succeeded by as the tightest bound for occurs for sufficiently small . (Recall that denotes scheduler buffer size in this paper.) In particular, our approximation for , as given by (7), deteriorates as is increased because interarrival times can interact in the scheduler buffer over a longer time scale than if were small and increase the effect long-term correlation has on buffer dynamics. However, the accuracy of our approximation for does not depend on . Therefore, if is succeeded by for sufficiently small , any error in that results in a reduction from its true value is masked by and does not propagate to .
For example, for , our approximation for admits noticeable error for and this error propagates to until is succeeded by as the tightest lower bound at about . Hence, regains its accuracy as is increased beyond 15. For , the transition at which succeeds occurs for a value of at which our approximation of admits negligible error. Our approximation scales poorly with and due to the need to numerically solve large difference equations. For the purpose of designing the scheduler buffer, however, we could use the ratio instead for more realistic scenarios. Indeed, Fig. 7 suggests that although the ratio is not entirely sufficient in itself to determine the optimal scheduler buffer size, if any, it does seem to allow for a scalable approximation whereby the optimal buffer size is determined in terms of , instead of and . In particular, Fig. 7 shows that for the set of parameters specified in Table I , the optimal value of lies in the range 10-11 for several values of and such that .
A. A Hybrid Burst Assembly Policy
Discrete-event simulation is used to ascertain whether the existence of an optimal scheduler buffer size is sensitive to the choice of assembly policy. For this purpose, we consider a simple hybrid assembly policy as an alternative.
A virtual timer is maintained for all packets that are enqueued at an edge router. A packet's virtual timer indicates the time it has been enqueued, beginning from the instant of its arrival. Consider an arbitrary edge buffer. At the completion of a service period, another setup period is commenced as soon as either:
• Trigger 1: at least one packet's virtual timer has expired-that is, there exists an enqueued packet whose virtual timer exceeds a prescribed threshold ; • Trigger 2: at least packets are enqueued. A setup period may commence immediately after the completion of a service period if either Trigger 1 or 2 is satisfied. When a setup period is activated as a consequence of Trigger 1, the number of packets that are transmitted in the next service cycle is equal to the number of packets that are enqueued at the instant the setup period is commenced, which may be less than . In other words, Trigger 1 enables a burst to comprise fewer than packets. Trigger 1 operating in combination with Trigger 2 defines our hybrid assembly policy.
Apart from the introduction of Trigger 1, an edge buffer continues to operate according to the service cycle described in Section II-A. The parameters specified in Table I remain unchanged. We set the timer threshold to , which ensures the average number of packets composing a burst is equal to . This ensures an equitable comparison between both assembly policies.
In the case of light traffic, our hybrid policy reduces to a purely timer-based policy, since Trigger 2 is rarely activated. Furthermore, even if Trigger 2 were not in place, we are still essentially considering a hybrid policy because each edge buffer is finite. Specifically, packets are dropped once the buffer is full, and so for that very reason, we are considering a hybrid policy.
Note also that using Trigger 1 alone can yield an unacceptably high probability of edge buffer overflow for a bursty packet arrival process. During a bursty phase, many packets arrive in short succession, which may result in an edge buffer's reaching capacity without Trigger 1's being activated. Packets are blocked that arrive during the period between which the edge buffer reaches capacity and the instant at which Trigger 1 is eventually activated. In contrast, Trigger 2 ensures a setup period commences significantly earlier (as soon as packets are enqueued), and thus packets commence transmission sooner, thereby clearing space for subsequent packet arrivals that would otherwise be blocked. This effect is somewhat mitigated in our simulation because we model packet arrivals as a Poisson process; however, it is well-known that a genuine packet arrival process may exhibit significantly greater burstiness than a Poisson process. Fig. 8 shows plots of packet blocking probability as a function of scheduler size for our hybrid burst assembly policy (Trigger 1 and 2) and . Fig. 8 suggests a scheduler buffer size of about 15 gives optimal performance if minimization of packet blocking probability is critical. In contrast, a scheduler buffer size of about ten is optimal for a thresholdbased policy (see Fig. 4 ).
When comparing Figs. 8 and 4, it is evident that the introduction of Trigger 1 gives rise to an order of magnitude increase in packet blocking probability. We contend that this increase is attributable to the fact that Trigger 1 enables the transmission of bursts that comprise only a few packets. Specifically, an enqueued packet's virtual timer may expire when very few other packets are enqueued (e.g., during a quiet period of a bursty arrival process), thus resulting in the formation of a small burst. Packet blocking probability increases if small bursts are transmitted because more signaling overhead is consumed per packet transmission-that is, the average number of packets per header decreases, thereby placing greater demand on the scheduler and resulting in poorer utilization.
We contend that the optimal scheduler buffer size is larger for our hybrid assembly policy (15 versus 10 waiting spaces) because headers arrive at the scheduler more frequently. In particular, more bursts, and hence more headers, are transmitted when the average size of a burst is decreased.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
For the first time, we developed and analyzed a unified OBS model comprising a set of homogeneous and independent edge buffers that feed bursts to a standalone link and their headers to a scheduler. We demonstrated numerically that an optimal scheduler buffer size may exist and depends on the number of packets composing a burst and the size of an edge buffer.
For the particular numerical example considered (see Table I ), we verified our analysis using simulation as a benchmark and showed that packet blocking probability is minimized if at most about ten headers can be enqueued in the scheduler buffer and the number of packets comprising a burst is about 0.6 times the number of packets that can be enqueued at an edge buffer. Therefore, we have provided a rule of thumb for determining the optimal size of a scheduler buffer and the number of packets composing a burst. Future work will concentrate on enhancing the scalability of our analysis, possibly by developing an approximation based on instead of and .
